
THE DROVER S WIFE ANALYSIS

The essence of the drover's wife's life is captured in this line, as is the theme of woman's struggle. The drover's wife
lives secluded in a harsh.

Active Themes Related Quotes with Explanations The bushwoman is occasionally visited by drunk bushmen
who ask if her husband is around, and in these instances she usually lies to them and tells them that her
husband and two sons are working nearby. The collapse of the woodpile casts the Aboriginal man who built it
as a crafty and untrustworthy person, and he appears even more untrustworthy in comparison to the honest and
hardworking bushwoman. She begins to cry, and tries to wipe her tears away with a handkerchief, which
proves to be full of holes. For example, some seasons contain certain holidays that occur in them like
Christmas, which only happens in the winter Active Themes Related Quotes with Explanations When one of
the children shouts that he sees a snake, the bushwoman rushes into the room, grabs her baby, and then picks
up a stick. They each hold its own period in which they occur. Retrieved August 29,  Active Themes Related
Quotes with Explanations Once the bushwoman fought a flood, digging an overflow gutter in order to try to
save a dam that her husband had built over the course of years. To connect with herself as a woman. Some
days are long and some days are short depending on the season. No matter how difficult life in the bush may
be the family are together. The bushwoman kills the snake. Bail's drover's wife has not seen her husband for
30 years and is separated from him by her own choice. McConnell, Reed. Reappearance of the snake as dawn
approaches. Broughton uses the repeated structural device of flashback to depict a vivid image from the eyes
of a lonely, bed-ridden Gracie. Her surroundings are not favorable to the "womanly" or sentimental side of
nature. Narrator We don't know much about the drover himself. However she still has aspirations and dreams
that will not go away. She has to take care of four children, 'mere babies', on her own. Here the reader is
introduced to the theme of isolation. Bush its wide uncultivated expanse represents lifeless solitude but it
provides a certain freedom. Her husband has been gone for six months and she has to be strong, not just for
herself but also for her children. She thinks of things in her own life, for there is little else to think about. It is
as though he is aware of just how difficult things are for his mother. It might also be important that Tommy
tells his mother that he will never become a drover. Though she has no option but to be courageous if she
wishes for her and her family to survive. She-oak This is a tree that can survive in the harsh environment just
like the woman. Finally, the different layers of reality and the movement in time her reveries abruptly end and
we are plunged back into the present when the snake comes out help the story to present a rich and compelling
imaginative world. He thinks he will be able to get back on a good financial footing and get a buggy again. In
looking at this story from a structural criticism, it can be broken down into seven parts that reinforce the
theme: Cherish the time with a loved one because it can end in an untimely manner However, readers may be
coming at this with their own biases; after all, she is actually content. Though only eleven years old Tommy
wants to fill the gap that his father has left. Language and style The language is simple and casual as Henry
Lawson represents the common man. This may be important as Lawson may be highlighting just how difficult
and cruel life can be in the bush for a woman. She literally does everything for her family and on their land; all
obstacles that come their way are hers to fight. The natural conditions around her change at all times, so she
must constantly adapt to new threats creatively in order to keep her family safe. With little else to stimulate
one's mind, one's thoughts are quite prominent. A serious car accident left seven-year-old Kate, her one and
half year old sister, Bo, and her two older brothers, Luke and Matt, orphans. This makes her laugh, and it
reminds her of a time that she cried and her cat meowed along with her, which also made her laugh.


